






























Supplementary Figure Legend 

Supplementary Figure S1 Quantification of cell spreading on FN/TN upon stimulation with 

LPA/PDGF 

T98G cells were plated on fibronectin or FN/TN in serum-free medium (no GF), or with EGF, LPA, 

PDGF and LPA/PDGF for 4 h before counting spread cells from three different areas. Standard deviations 

of the mean are indicated. 

 

Supplementary Figure S2 Cell spreading and associated signaling in MEF wt and syndecan-4 

deficient MEFs on FN/TN upon activation of syndecan-4 with FNIII13  

Wildtype MEFs (MEF wt) and MEFs from syndecan-4 knockout mice (MEF S4-/-) were plated on the 

indicated substrata for 4 h in serum-free medium. (A) Documentation of cell shape, (B) determination of 

the number of spread cells form a representative experiment (3 independent fields), (C) immunoblotting 

for the indicated molecules. Note that spreading of wildtype MEFs was restored with FNIII13 (III13). 

This correlated with restored expression of P-FAK, P-paxillin, RhoA and TM1-3 on FN/TN/III13. In 

contrast to T98G cells, where TM1 is the prominent high molecular weight TM, in MEFs TM2 and TM3 

are more abundant than TM1, which is only weakly expressed. Notably, MEFs lacking syndecan-4 were 

impaired in cell spreading on fibronectin in the absence of growth factors. These cells did not spread on 

FN/TN with or without FNIII13. Impaired spreading of syndecan-4-deficient MEFs correlates with very 

low phosphorylation of FAK and paxillin and low RhoA and TM1 levels.  

 

Supplementary Figure S3 Downregulation of paxillin and effect of paxillin expression on 

LPA/PDGF-triggered adhesion of syndecan-deficient MEFs to FN/TN  

Knock down of paxillin 50 h after transfection of siRNA oligonucleotides into T98G and 

T98G:syndesmos cells (A) and syndecan-4-deficient MEFs (LPA/PDGF treated) (B) and ectopic 

expression of syndesmos (A) was determined by real time RT-PCR (A) and immunoblotting (B). 



Documentation of cell shape (C). Note that LPA/PDGF- and syndesmos-induced cell spreading on 

FN/TN was paxillin-dependent.  

 

Supplementary Figure S4 Effect of TM1 expression levels on cell adhesion to FN/TN 

T98G:TM1D10 cells (A, B) and REF52:TM1 cells (B, C) ectopically expressing ΤΜ1 or control pCIneo 

(T98G:pCIneo) or wildtype REF52 cells were plated on FN/TN for 4 h and 1 h, respectively before 

immunostaining with TRITC-phalloidin, or antibodies against α-tubulin or vinculin. Enhanced expression 

of TM1 in T98G:TM1D10 cells was previously described (6) and is documented by immunoblotting for 

T98G:TM1D10 (B) and REF52:TM1 cells (C). Note that cells with ectopic expression of TM1 spread on 

FN/TN with focal adhesions, actin stress fibers and microtubuli formed and restored levels of RhoA and 

P-FAK. Scale bar represents 20 µm. 

 

Supplementary Figure S5 Effect of signaling inhibitors on LPA/PDGF-induced cell spreading on 

FN/TN  

T98G cells were plated on fibronectin (not shown) or FN/TN together with LPA/PDGF and inhibitors for 

PLC (U73122) and JNK (SP600125) (A) before lysis and immunoblotting (B, C). U73122 was added 

together with LPA/PDGF (lanes 3 and 4) or was added 15 minutes before LPA/PDGF (lanes 5 and 6) (C). 

Both conditions of JNK inhibition did not abolish cell spreading by LPA/PDGF. Neither inhibition of 

JNK, nor PLC blocked cell spreading on fibronectin nor LPA/PDGF-triggered expression of P-FAK, 

RhoA and TM1 on FN/TN.  

 

Supplementary Figure S6 Effect of RhoA activation and ROCK inhibition on LPA/PDGF-induced 

cell spreading on FN/TN  

Cells plated for the indicated time points on fibronectin in the absence or presence of tenascin-C together 

with LPA/PDGF or no growth factors were lysed and GTP-bound RhoA was detected upon binding to 



plastic-adsorbed rhotekin by an ELISA for RhoA (A). Cells plated on the indicated substrata together 

with the ROCK inhibitor Y27632 (B) were lysed and immunoblotted for the indicated molecules (C). 

Note that GTP-loading was high in rounded T98G cells on FN/TN in the absence of growth factors. 

LPA/PDGF did not increase RhoA activation over that in untreated cells. ROCK inhibition changed cell 

morphology and led to enhanced phosphorylation of MLC.  

 

Supplementary Figure S7 Cell migration on FN/TN upon modulation of syndesmos and TM 

expression and upon stimulation with LPA/PDGF  

(A) Cell migration of the indicated cell lines is documented in the presence of LPA/PDGF or serum-free 

medium on FN/TN at the indicated time points. Whereas 1000 pCIneo and shRNA control cells were 

plated, 2000 cells were seeded for the other cell lines. Note that very few T98G:syndesmos, 

T98G:TM1D10 and T98G:αTM3D2 cells moved despite the presence of twice as many cells as in the 

control wells. Thus, neither strong nor weak adhesion is compatible with LPA/PDGF-induced migration 

on FN/TN that is ROCK and MEK dependent. (B) Cell migration of T98G cells onto a FN/TN coated 

surface was determined upon stimulation with LPA/PDGF in the presence of Y27632 (ROCK inhibitor) 

and UO126 (MEK inhibitor) as described in Fig. 6.  

 

Supplementary Figure S8 Expression analysis of tenascin-C, LPA, PDGF and receptors in human 

gliomas, colorectal carcinoma and lung adenocarcinoma 

Expression of the indicated molecules was determined by comparative meta-profiling using meta-analysis 

studies of microarray data sets present in the public database ONCOMINE (http://www.oncomine.org) in 

normal brain and glioblastoma tissue (A), colonic mucosa (B), colorectal carcinoma (C – E) and lung 

adenocarcinoma (F, G). Statistical analysis of differences was performed by ONCOMINE algorithm at a 

P-value cut-off of 0.05 calculated by a two-sided t-test as previously described (30). Note that tenascin-C, 

PDGFR and LPAR are elevated in glioblastomas over normal tissue (A), in serrated versus conventional 

colorectal carcinomas (B) and in colorectal carcinoma with instable microsatellites in comparison to those 



with stable microsatellites (D). The PDGF/LPA axis is potentially also relevant in metastatic lung 

adenocarcinoma (F) and malignant pleural mesothelioma (G), since expression of PDGFB, LPA, 

PDGFRα and LPAR1 is increased in comparison to primary lung adenocarcinoma. Interestingly, 

expression of tenascin-C in conjunction with PDGFRα/β and LPAR1 is also elevated in adjacent non-

tumoral colonic mucosa in comparison to normal mucosa, suggesting that the TNC/PDGF/LPA signaling 

axis might also play an early role in tumorigenesis. Finally, an elevated expression of tenascin-C, 

PDGFRα/β, PDGFB, PDGFD and LPAR1 correlates with 5 year-recurrence in colorectal carcinoma 

patients, and therefore might have predictive value. 

 

Supplementary Figure S9 LPA/PDGF-induces spreading in KRIB osteosarcoma cells on a FN/TN 

substratum 

(A)  Spreading of serum starved human KRIB osteosarcoma cells is shown upon plating on the indicated 
substrata in the presence of 2μM LPA and 100ng/ml PDGF or in serum-free medium after 5h. (B) Spread 
cells from three fields were counted. 
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